The more we synergize our resonant pulsation of light,
the more we experience all that we are,
as unified consciousness on the new earth.

Quantum Shift Into Another Age of Light

Transfiguration in Consciousness

Humanity’s ascension is a universal experience and its transfiguration in consciousness is essential to the new matrix of life. As a human race, we give credence to this welcomed paradigm as it transfigures eons of human conditioning
and encourages a new declaration of inner liberation, one in which we experience ultimate freedom and independent thinking.
The new matrix of life transfigures 3rd dimensional limitation, which blindly
follows organized teachings that reinforce archaic beliefs. The hidden message in
most of these teachings implies that the only way to experience the presence of
god is to continue to support these beliefs. For jews, this belief is known as the
return of the messiah; for christians, it is known as the second-coming of christ;
for muslims, al-mahdi. By any name these beliefs subtly reinforce the illusion of
separation. In truth, unified consciousness extends beyond form, concept, time
and space, and emanates cosmic intelligence as our resonance of inner knowing.
As separation unifies a multidimensional understanding filters into our
awareness. While we consciously remember all that we are as unified consciousness, the human need for external reliance upon sacred sources such as, gurus,
angels, spirit guides, ascended masters, and so on, transfigures. Therefore, as we
experience the momentum of this immense shift, we consciously transcend indoctrination and come together by way of an innate spiritual connection that is
accessible and real. Actually, as we synergize matter and spirit the seen and unseen unify.
As our consciousness transfigures we experience synchronicity with our inner
guidance system, which aligns our awareness with the totality of all-that-is. We
reference creator, source, universe, omni verse, I AM, yhvh [yah veh], shekinah
[sh’ ki nah], and yhsvh [yah hesh’ua], as our own resonant pulsations of light that
transcend our personified perspectives of separation into a balanced understanding of all that we are as unified consciousness.
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Experience Heaven on Earth

In the new matrix of life we are a timeless divine blueprint, formless yet all
form, as we consciously live in the nothing and everything simultaneously. The
geometric codes in this blueprint emanate an advanced spectrum of light into the
nucleus of every atom and cell of all life. Therefore, as the essence of all-that-is,
we use the stars as our eyes, the wind as our eternal breath, the rivers and oceans
as our cosmic bloodstream, the sounds of nature as the answer to our spiritual
call, and transmit the spoken word I AM through our voice.

Place your feet firmly on the ground.... Envision the night sky, and lift your head
towards it.... Fix your eyes on the stars that glow in your vision.... Intuitively
sense the wind as your eternal breath.... Feel the rivers and oceans as your cosmic
bloodstream.... Listen to the sounds of nature as your spiritual call, and energetically feel your resonance of light as you declare the following spoken word....

“Within the radiant sun,
I AM the light of god.
Through the breeze of the wind,
I AM the eternal breath of god.
As the ebb and flow of the ocean’s tides,
I AM the bloodstream of god.
In the silence of nature,
I AM in full presence with god.
Within the heart of all life,
I AM in communion, as god.”
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Perception Beyond Human Individuality
Evolution within consciousness occurs when all-that-is experiences its perfection
through human individuation. The full scope of this multidimensional perspective requires that we expand our perception beyond human individuality, and
internalize an advanced concept that defines life in accordance with our full human potential.
As we create the way in which we fulfill our quantum shift to the new matrix
of life, many lifestreams are unaware of the greater spiritual gains that would be
theirs by transforming their perception so that it expands beyond all human limitation.
The more we claim our divine birthright, the more we consciously integrate
advanced levels of awareness and energetically experience the flexibility within
abstract thought forms. Our new perception gives way to the knowing that we
are intergalactic emissaries from civilizations far beyond earth’s galaxy, experiencing human embodiment on earth.
While living on earth we have the opportunity to evolve through our own
humanness and bring forth full conscious awareness of our experiences from
timelines in other interplanetary civilizations. As we expand our awareness beyond our own individuality, we realize that we have the innate ability to perceive multidimensional inclusiveness. The extent, to which we bridge the gap
between the heart and the higher mind, enables us to energetically feel our own
resonant pulsation of light in other interplanetary civilizations.

Principle of Conscious Preference
The art of living in physical embodiment without the framework of human conditioning requires that we evaluate our belief system, and transmute our limiting
beliefs and thoughts into a heightened state of awareness. In doing so, we redefine our beliefs so that we take the essential action that facilitates new direction in
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our life.
As we experience the momentum of the quantum shift our lives appear to be
out of control. This is essential so that we remember and become conscious
enough to let go of the old. Being conscious requires that we are aware of everything around us so that we can make effective choices in our day-to-day life.
The more we expand our awareness, the more we transmute the old paradigm of choice into a conscious preference. The underlying principle of initiating
a heightened inclination signifies that we are responsible for the chain of events
that affect us internally and externally. This awareness requires that we tune into
and energetically feel the outcome of our preferences so that we discern whether
we want to continue to initiate a particular experience.
Every conscious preference emanates a vibration that streams outward into
infinity; therefore, through our own projection we receive what we intend. As
creators, we actualize experience.

Conscious Knowing Emerges
Conscious knowing is an immediate recognition of energetic transmissions that
originate beyond our intellect. It is the result of the fusion of light in our heart,
and we energetically feel it as an intuitive inspiration that comes before the perception of rational awareness.
As our awareness deepens we experience inner conflict between our intuition
and intellect. The heart reveals specific direction and the mind intentionally contradicts it by implying an opposing perspective. The more we neutralize all opposition from the mind, the more we enable intuition to lead our intellect
through what we energetically feel and intuitively know. The more our intuition
and intellect work together as natural partners, the more conscious knowing solidifies within our awareness.
We experience balance from within and fully comprehend the innate awareness that emerges in every moment. We bring a new paradigm into the fore4
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front—we accept that inner communion with all that we are, as god, is the ultimate potential of human experience.

Infinite Love
Without limits or barriers, the immense adoration of infinite love emanates as
our light, yet this essence of our own resonant pulsation of light radiates to our
consciousness in other star systems, galaxies and universes.
In the new matrix of life the endless pulsation of this innate love directs the
way to gratitude, stability, peace, equality, divinity, synergy and synchronicity.
The more we live in accordance with the divine plan, the more we experience
heartfelt kinship with others.

Earth’s Quantum Shift
During the momentum of earth’s quantum shift, transfiguration in consciousness and form is so immense that our human mind is unable to fully perceive
its impact on our lives. As earth forges into another era of light, it completes an
essential cosmic alignment in its star system. This grand alignment facilitates in
the further ascension of other planets and stars, in every galaxy and universe.
According to the mayan calendar, in 2012, earth attains its perfected cosmic
alignment as it assumes its rightful position within the grand scheme of interplanetary alignment. It completes a 26,000 year cycle and participates in a major
quantum shift within the cosmos. In fact this event begins in the linear year 1994
with earth’s entry into what is known as the photon belt, and while in this
enlightened phase earth assimilates photonic light for the next 2000 years. Therefore, this cosmic belt of light supports earth’s transfiguration into its perfected
state, as the new earth.
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The interstellar qualities within this photon belt manifest a profound force
field that lowers earth’s magnetics to the point where ultimately, earth accelerates the speed of its revolution so that its ascension happens naturally. This occurs under the direction of the divine plan as it aligns earth with its new
position in the cosmos. As earth moves through this imminent process, it attains fulfillment of its destiny.
During the momentum of earth’s transition changes in its magnetic grid
system create geological shifts, thinning of the ozone layer, unusual fluctuations in atmospheric pressure, and global warming, which is a direct result of
the increase in greenhouse gases found in glaciers and polarized regions. Scientists state that human activity is primarily responsible for the rise in earth’s
temperature and that carbon dioxide concentration is due to the use of fossil
fuel, while the increase in methane and nitrous oxide is due to 3rd dimensional
agricultural practices.
Increase in arctic temperatures and the melting of its snow and ice cause
oceans to expand and rise. As earth’s air and ocean temperatures elevate,
heavy rainfalls are more frequent in many areas, affecting seawater salinity,
wind patterns, precipitation, drought, heat waves and tropical cyclones.
Transfiguration in earth’s magnetic grid manifests as geological and atmospheric events, which facilitate planetary purification of pollutants and dissonance. Natural geological events occur in earth’s substructure and atmosphere,
and create earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, tornados and tsunamis
for the purpose of cleansing earth and further acceleration of its ascension.
These natural occurrences create electrical outages, water contamination, as
well as periodic food and fuel shortages.
As earth aligns with its interstellar pulsation in the galactic core all life
forms feel the effects of this quantum shift.
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